Motor-driven effective temperature and viscoelastic response of active matter.
We consider dynamic response of a cytoskeletal network to both thermal and motor-induced fluctuations. The latter are viewed in two independent ways, as either additive or multiplicative colored noise. Due to a natural upper frequency limit of the motor agitation, the response of a living cell is similar to that of an equilibrium system in the high-frequency domain. At lower frequencies, the role of motor agitation manifests itself in intensified network fluctuations, which is equivalent to effective growth of the environment temperature. The effective temperature becomes frequency dependent, which signifies violation of the conventional fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The motor action affects the dynamic shear modulus in two opposite ways: by stiffening the network through filament prestress and softening it through increased agitation. The latter tendency is isolated when only single-headed motors are present. The theory is in good agreement with experimental measurements of the amplitude of the shear modulus under these conditions.